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Abstract. In this paper, we deal with the right invariant control
system on Lie group using norm cost, which is an alternative notion
of the controllabilitydescribed in [2],and local reachable setsin Lie
groups of this conception was studied in [41.
1. Introduction
Let G denote a Lie group with its Lie algebra L{G). We identify L(G) with
the set of right invariant vector fields on G. We note that L(G) is linearly
isomorphic to the tangent space TeG. Since TeG can be given the structure of a
Banach space, L(G) may be given the structure of a Banach space. Let O be a
subset of L(G). We consider the right invariant control system on G given by
(*) x(t) = U(t)(x(t)): x(0)=g,
where U belongs to the class %(Q) of measurable functions from R+ = [0,oo)
into Q which are locally bounded, and we denote the solution x(-) of (*) by
n(g,-,U), i.e.,n(g,0,U) = g and n{g,t,U) = x{t) for all t > 0. If there exists
U e %{Q) such that h = n(g, t,U), then we say that h is attainablefrom g at time
tfor the system O. The set of such elements attainable from g at time tis denoted
bv AiaA.Q.). We also emolov the notation
A(flf,r,n)= u
o<r<r
A(0,n) =
u
0<t<oo
A(g,t,G)
A(g,t,Cl)
The set A(g, Q) is calledthe attainabilitysetfrom g.
Let L be a Dynkin algebra and let B be an open neighborhood of 0 which
is symmetric and star-shaped in L such that for all x,y e B the Campbell-
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1
x*y = x + y + - [x,y] + ---
converges absolutely. For y e L, define a leftinvariant vector field Xy on B by
Xy{x)=g{*Ax){y)
where
rp 00
g(T) = l+- + J2(b2n/(2n)＼)T2n
L ≪=i
with the Bernoulli numbers bin. Then j i-> A^ is a Lie algebra isomorphism from
L to the left invariant vector fields on B. Let fi £ L, let w: [0,T] ―>Q be a
control function, and let Ut ― Xu^ for 0 < t < T. Then the leftinvariant control
system on B given by
A point x e B is reachable at norm cost S by means of the control function U if
U: [0,T] ―>Q is regulated, and admits a principal solution Xu(t) with Xu{T) = x,
and (5 = c(U) = Jor||t/(/)||dt. For detail discussion of local reachable sets in
(local) Lie groups, we refer to [3, 4].
In this article,we define an alternative notion of controllabilityin the right
invariant control system on the Lie group G given by (*) using norm cost as
follows: A point he G is reachable from g at norm cost S for the system Q if
there exists U e %(Q) such that h = n(g, t,U) and that
'-f
Jo
＼＼U(s)＼＼ds
We denote the set of all elements reachable from g at norm cost 3 for the system
O by R(g,S, O). For convenience, we also use the following notation
R(0,<s,Q)= U R{g,s,n)
R(g,Q) U *M,n)
0<<5<oo
We say that the set R(g, Q) is the reachability setfrom g. For the case that only
piecewise constant controls into Q, we use the subcript "pc". For instance, the set
of all elements reachable from g at norm cost S using only piecewise constant
controls into Q is denoted by RDC(q,5,Q).
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We may easily show that R(g,S,Q) = R(e,d,Cl)g, R(g,d,Q) = R{e,S,Q)g
and R(g, Q) = R(e, Q)g from the right invariance of the control system.
The exponential map from L(G) to G is denoted by exp. For X e L(G), the
integral curve jc(-)for the constant function X with initial value x(to) = e e G
is given by x{t) ―exp((r - to)X) for all fe R. By right invariance of X, the
solution with initial value x(to) = g is given by x(?) = exp((? ―to)X)g.
2. Reachable setsIn Lie groups
We begin with the following proposition which is a variant of Proposition
1.3 of ＼2＼.
Proposition 1. Let O ^ L(G). Then the set Rpc(e,5,Q) consists of all g e G
of the form
g = exp(riXi) exp(T2X2) ･･･Qxp(TnXn),
where
n
E
1=1
*/ll*ill 5 and X＼,..., Xn e Q.
The set Rpc(e,Q) is equal to the semigroup generated by the set exp(J?+Q).
Proof. Let h be reachable at norm cost 8 for the system O. Then there
exists U £ %pc(O) such that h = n(e, T, U) and that 3 = ff ||U(t)＼＼dt for some
r > 0. Since /?= n(e, T, U), there exists ji ,..., sn e M+ and Fi,..., Yn e Q such
that
A = exp(ji Fi) exp(52 Y2) ･■■Qxp(sn Yn),
where T = YH=＼ st. Let tt= ^^=1 ^, t,-= sn+i-* and let X,- = Yn+l-t for
? = 1,2 n. Then 0 = ?0 < U < ･ ･･ < L = T and
＼＼U{t)＼＼dt =
nB
;=1
tt- tt-tiWYtW =
n£ t.-ra
Moreover, h ― exp(riXi)exp(T2l2) ･･･Qxp{xnXn). By the proceeding calculation,
Rpc{e,Q) is a subset of the semigroup Apc(e,Q,) which is the semigroup generated
by the set exp(J?+O). Conversely, if g e Apc(e,Q), then g is of the form
exp(jiXx) exp(^2X2) ･･･exp(^XM), X＼,X2,.. ･Xn e Q.
Thus g e Rpc(e,S,Q) £ Rpc(e, Q), where 8 = £Li Si＼＼Xi＼＼. D
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Example. Let G = Aff(R) and letitsLie algebra L(G) = aff(R). Then we
may identify G and L(G) with the
c
respectively. For o
;
{X
sets
a,beR,a>Q
Y}, where
'-:
o)
Y
:
(° 1
c,deR＼
we have that the set of all elements reachable from e at norm cost 5 using only
piecewise constant controls into Q.
where T
Rpc(e,d,Q) = :
= Ape(e,T,O)
= S. For Q = {X, Y＼,where
(＼ 0＼
0
'-;
aJ>Q,ot + f}= d＼
;)
■
we also have that the set Rpc(e,d,Q) of allelements reachable from e at norm
cost d using only piecewiseconstant controlsinto Q is the set
{(
0
ea{eP - 1)
1
The following
reachable sets.
)
proposition
I
0
IS
<*
1
1
aJ>0,a+V2fi -'
the relationship between attainable sets and
Proposition 2. Let G be a Lie group with its Lie algebra L(G) and let
O s L{G).
(1) A(e, 7＼Q) c R(e,NT,Q) if ＼＼X＼＼<N for all X<=Q. In particular,if Q w
a compact subset of L(G), then A(e, T,Cl) ^ R(e,J, Q) /or ^ome ^ > 0.
(2) A(e, T, O) = R(g, T, Q) i/ Q = {X e L(G): ||X||= 1}.
(3) //"?/iereexwr.? e > 0 such that lefi implies X ―rY for some r > 0 a^J
wme TeCl with s> ＼＼Y＼＼,then Rpc(e,d,Q) ^ Apc(e,e~lS,Q).
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Proof. The proof of (1) and (2) is immediate from the definition.
(3) This is straightforward.
(4) See the proof of Proposition 1 in order to prove this statement. □
Remark. Let G be a matrix Lie group with matrix Lie algebra L(G) and
exponential mapping the usual matrix exponential. If O is a subset of L(G)
consisting of matrices which all have the same non-zero trace b and all have the
same norm TV, then an reachable matrix M is reachable only at the norm cost
(l/&)log(det(M)W. For detail, see also Corollary 2.12 in [21.
The class of regulated functions which may be characterized either as being
uniform limits of step functions if their domain of definitionis compact interval
or else as having limits from the right and leftin all points of their domain of
definition (whenever such limits make sense). This class includes the piecewise
continuous functions. A regulated function exhibits many properties akin to
continuity; for instance, it is bounded and is, in fact, continuous on the
complement of a countable subset of its domain.
Suppose that the dimension of L(G) is n. We choose some basis X＼,...,Xn
of L(G). Each L/:[0,71]―>O has a unique representation in the form
£/= (≪!,...,un), where U(t) = £)?=1m{t)Xi e Q for each te [0,T]. Note in this
case that U is regulated if and only if each of its coordinate functions w,-(-)with
respect to Xt is regulated. We consider the Hilbert space of regulated functions
from [0,71 into L(G). Then
[V(on*=r
Jo Jo
ui(tf + ■■■+ uJtf dt
Let °ttr{Q)denote the set of all regulated functions from R+ into D. and let
°Ur{T)denote the class of regulated functions from [0,T] to O. For convenience,
we use the following notations: for given 8 > 0,
%r($)= {Ue%r(Q) ||u(w)＼＼dw = S for some tu > 0}
r| = inf{rM:
＼tU＼＼U(w)＼＼dw
= S}
Jo
Ts = sap{Tg:Ue%{3)}
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Now, for given {U,s)e <&r(S)x [0,S＼,we define a mapping F :[0, T%] -+R hy
Jo
＼＼U(w)＼＼dw
Then F is continuous, F(0) = 0 and F(Tjf) = 3. Thus for given j(0 < s < 5), by
Intermediate Value Theorem, there exists T"(0 < T" < T?) such that
F(T:)=＼
71
＼＼U(w)＼＼dw= S
JO
Throughout, we denote the set of allelements reachable from g at norm
cost 3 for the system Q by means of regulated functions by Rr(g,S,Cl).
Lemma 3. Let Q be a subset of L(G) such that for all X e O, ||Z||> M
for some M > 0. The mapping O: %riS) x [0,<5]-≫･G defined by R((U,s)) =
n(g, T", U) is continuous for each g e G and each 3 > 0, where %lr{S)is given the
norm topology.
Proof. First, we note that for given 0 < 3 < oo and U e<%r(S),
TdM <
f *
＼＼U{w)＼＼dw= d< oo.
Jo
It follows that Tg < oo. Now we define a mapping
(**) ＼: Wr(6) x [0,J] - *r(7≫ x [0,Ts]
by ＼((£/,j)) = (K, Tf), where F is the restrictionmap of U on [0,T8] and ^r(7≫
is given the topology of weak convergence. Then the map *Pis well-defined by the
proceeding arguments and definitions.In order to prove that W is continuous, let
{(£/,,s≪)}^=1be any sequence in <9lr(8)x [0,3] which converges to (U,s). Then Un
converges to U and also sn converges to s. Since Un converges to U in the norm
topology, Vn also converges to V in the norm topology and hence Vn converges
to V in the topology of weak convergence. To complete the proof of continuity of
the map *P, it is sufficentto show {T""} , converges to IT, where
and
＼＼Un(w)＼＼dw
s=
＼S
＼＼U(w)＼＼dw
Jo
Now we note that
＼Sn~S＼ =
>
J
o
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＼＼Un{w)＼＼dw-
II^WII^-
＼＼Un(w)＼＼dw-
＼＼un(w)＼＼dw
>M＼T?-T£
f
＼＼U(w)＼＼dw
Jo
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＼＼Un(w)＼＼dw+＼ ＼＼Un{w)＼＼dw-＼ ＼＼U(w)＼＼dw
h Jo Jo
＼＼Un(w)＼＼dw
Jo
f
Jo
＼＼U{w)＼＼dw-＼ ＼＼Un(w)＼＼dw
Jo Jo
＼T'(＼＼U(w)＼＼-＼＼Un(w)＼＼)dw
Jo
(＼＼U(w)＼＼-＼＼Un(w)＼＼)dw
Since sn converges to s and since the second part of the right hand of the above
last equation equal 0 as n approaches infinity,{T£}
=1
converges to T".
Finally, we note that the map >is the composition of *F and T, where the
map
T:%(T) x [0,7] -> G
is defined by T{(U,t)) = n(g, t,U). The continuity of T is verifiedin [2,5] for the
case that the set of bounded measurable functions from [0,T] to L(G) with the
topology of weak convergence. But which is also satisfiedin our case. This
completes the proof. n
Lemma 4. If Ts < oo for given 3 > 0, then Rr(e,5,Q) a A(e, TS,Q)
Proof. Since Ts = supjTj": U E%r(S)} <oo, Tg > T6 for all U e <%r{S),
and by (**), if g e Rr{e,S,Q), then g = n{e, T$, U) for some U. It follows that
g e A(e, Ts,£l)for all g e Rr(e,S, Q). The proof is complete. □
Theorem 5. Let Q be a non-empty subset of L(G). Then the reachability set
R(#, O) from g is a semigroup. In particular, R(e,5,Q)R(e,s,Q) = R(e,d + s,Q).
Proof.
smeigroup.
Since R{g,Q) = R(e,Q)g,
Let #1 = n(e, t＼,U＼) with
it is sufficent to
norm cost S for
show R(e,Q) is a
U＼ e %{Q) and let
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92 = n(e,t2,U2) with norm cost s for U2 e%(Q). We define V:R+-^Q by
V{x) =
|
Then g2g＼ = n(e, t＼+ t2, V)
)t＼+tl
0
＼＼V(z)＼＼dT=
Conversely, if g e R(e,S +
U2(t-
and
J"
Jo
'l)
＼＼Ul{T)＼＼dT +
s Q)
[
for 0 < t < t＼
for t > h.
1"
+tl
＼＼U2(T-ti)＼＼dT=d+ S
then g = n(e, t,V) with
＼＼V(r)＼＼dz= 3 + s
forsome U e ^(O) and some t > 0. By Intermediate Value Theorem, thereexists
h (0 < t＼< t) such that
＼h＼＼V(z)＼＼dT
= d.
Jo
Now we choose U＼e %(Q.)
by
U2(r) =
Then
and
such that Ui(t)
J"
Jo
V(z) for 0 < t < t＼and define Ui
for 0 < t < t - h
for x > t - u.
＼＼Ul(z)＼＼dz = d
r h
＼＼U2{T)＼＼dT=
f h＼＼V{T
+ tl)＼＼dT=
f
＼＼V{x)＼＼dT= S
Jo Jti
And we note that
V,x) =
{
U2{z-h)
for 0 < t < h
for t > t＼.
Let 0i = n(e, h,Ui) and let g2 = n(e, t-tuU2). Then gx e R(e,S, O), g2 e
U(c, j,fl), and 0201 = n(e, ? - h, U2)g＼ = w(0i, r - *i,?72) = w(e, h + (t- t{＼,V) =
n(e,t,V) = g. This completes the proof. □
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Theorem 6. Let G be a Lie group with its Lie algebra L(G) and let Q be
a subset of L(G) such that for all X eQ, ＼＼X＼＼> M for some M > 0. Then
Rpc(e,S,Q.) is dense in Rr(e,S,Q).
Proof. If x e Rr{e,d,Q), then x = n(e, Tjj,U) such that J^ ||U(w)＼＼dw = 8,
where U : [0,7J] ―>Q is a regulated function. By IV. 5.10. Lemma in [3], U is
the uniform limit of a sequence Un : [0,7J] ―*■Q of piecewise constant functions.
Furthermore, the function Un may be chosen so that
||C/W(w)||dw = d, for each n.
Jo
And by Lemma 3, 7r(e,T%, Un) converges to n{e,Tj＼U) and 7r(e,7^, Un)
tained in the set Rpc(e,3,Q). That completes the proof.
By Proposition 1 and Theorem 6, we have the following result.
con-
□
Theorem 7. Let G be a Lie group withitsLie algebra L(G) and let Q be a
subset of L(G) such thatfor all X eQ, ＼＼X＼＼> M for some M > 0. Then for
3 > 0, the following setsare all equal:
(1) The closureof the set Ra, where
Rs=l exp(TiXi)---exp(TMZw)
n£
i=l
Ti＼＼Xi＼＼=SandXu...,XHeCl＼
(2) Rpc(e,d,Q), the closure of the reachable setfrom e at norm cost 3 for Q
with the piecewise constant control functions.
(3) Rr(e,S,Q,), the closure of the reachable set from e at norm cost 8 for Q
with the regulated functions.
Corollary 8. Let G he a Lie group with its Lie algebra L(G) and let Q he
a compact and convex subset of L{G) such thatfor all X e Q, ＼＼X＼＼> M for some
M > 0. Then the map a : R+ -> K{G) defined by a(S) = Rr(e,S,Q) is a homo-
morphism, where K(G) is the topological semigroup of all non-empty compact
subsets of G with Vietoris topology.
Proof. Since T$ < oo for each S > 0, and since A(e, T$, O) is compact
(see Corollary 1.5 of [2]), by Lemma 4, Rr(e,S,Q) c A(e, Td,Q) = A(e, 7>,Q).
Thus Rpc(e,S, O) = Rr(e,S, O) is compact. And we also note that
772
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= Rpc(e,S + s,Q.)
o(8)<j(s)= Rr(e,S,Q Rr
(see the proof of Theorem 5)
e. s, Q = Rpc{e,d,n)=Rpc(e,s,Q)
Rpc(e,6, n)Rpc{e, j, Q) = Rpc{e,5 + s, O)
= Rr(e,5 + s,Q)
This completes the proof.
= G(d + s)
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